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ABSTRACT
It was analyzed the performance of the Inversion Coupled with Imager (ICI) software over the Amazon region, with set up for AMSU/NOAA-16 channels but using information from AQUA sounding system (AMSU 
and AIRS). AIRS channels were used to recovering the absence of HSB data, whose behavior should be similar to AMSU-B. The HSB brightness temperature in clear sky conditions was simulated by a linear 
combination of AIRS channels sensitive to water vapor band. The selected AIRS channels were the five best correlated with HSB (183 GHz) in a set of 3000 pixels distributed over oceanic areas for one training day 
(August 31, 2002). The simulated HSB data together with AMSU-A/AQUA information were used to recover vertical profiles of temperature and moisture, using ICI with two data bases: a) TIGR climatological
profiles; b) CLASS1 Brazilian climatological profiles. The retrievals obtained over the Amazon region suggest that temperature profiles inferred by ICI with the TIGR and CLASS1, and using only the microwave 
channels, are close to radiossonde “ground truth”. The use of CLASS1 improves the results for moisture profile when compared with TIGR, particularly within low troposphere.

Temperature (left) and Mixing ratio (right) profiles over three LBA sites:
Guajará-Mirim, Porto velho and Ouro Preto d’Oeste.

CONCLUSION

The AMSU + HSB (simulated) AQUA data yield proper profiles for 
temperature, in the “static” ICI mode of operation. The use of CLASS1 
improves the results for moisture profile when compared with TIGR, 
particularly within low troposphere. Moreover, it will be appropriated to 
include typical profiles of the Amazonia occidental region in CLASS1 
dataset to obtain still better results. 

RESULTS

The operational ICI-3 in dynamic mode (first guess NWP/CPTEC data) presented better performance because 
it used all ATOVS data. However, the retrievals obtained over the Amazon region suggest that temperature profiles 
inferred by ICI with the TIGR and CLASS1, and using only the microwave channels, are close to radiossonde
“ground truth”. The use of CLASS1 improves the results for moisture profile when compared with TIGR, 
particularly within low troposphere. It is important to note that there are differences between NOAA-16, AQUA and 
the radiossondes schedules. This fact could influence on the quality of the results, mainly near the surface.

The AQUA mission provides a unique opportunity for selecting proper channels in different atmospheric 
conditions as well as for improving the “state of the art” in retrieval techniques. Different selection methods and 
retrieval techniques are still in development for information content of AIRS (Goldberg et al. 2003 and 2004,
McMillin 2004). The HSB was similar to AMSU-B sensor but exhibited improved technical performance 
(Lambrigsten and Calheiros 2003). Unfortunately, it is no more in operation since the last quarter of 2002 and the 
AQUA sounding system is limited to AIRS and AMSU-A information. Nevertheless, the enormous flux of AIRS data 
suggests the possibility of partially recovering HSB information in clear-sky conditions, through emulation of its 
spectral behaviour by AIRS channels located in water vapour absorption bands. Present work explores this possibility, 
seeking for AIRS channels (or combinations of them) which provide the best simulation of HSB brightness 
temperatures for channels centred at 183 GHz. In addition, It is expected to contribute to a better understanding of the 
AIRS information content, which in turn may be useful to improve retrievals of water vapor profiles.

The datasets used in this work correspond to period of the Dry-to-Wet LBA experiment (August 31 to October 
31, 2002) that include: 1) ATOVS/NOAA-16 data; 2) AIRS-AMSU-HSB/AQUA data; 3) radiossondes and 4) ICI 
retrievals over three LBA sites (Guajará-Mirim, Porto Velho e Ouro Preto). It is important to note that eventual 
substitution of HSB by AIRS data is possible only for cloud-free pixels, since AIRS channels are located at infrared 
spectrum. Consequently, a previous cloud masking process was applied before starting AIRS channel selection.

The starting point for analysis was the detection of AIRS channels highly correlated with those of HSB. 
Linear correlation coefficient was assessed for radiances of each AIRS channel, related to each one of the four 
HSB channels. A number of Np = 3000 cloud-free pixels provided the cases for correlation assessment. When 
ordering AIRS channels by their higher-valued correlation with an HSB channel, it was observed that water vapor
Jacobians of those channels showed fair similarity with the corresponding HSB channel. The regression model was 
built and the coefficients were assessed for the training day August 31, 2002. The results were used for simulation 
of HSB channels during the whole time interval and comparison with actual (observed) HSB data. Finally, The 
simulated HSB data together with AMSU-A/AQUA information were used to recover vertical profiles of 
temperature and moisture, using ICI with two first-guess data bases: a) TIGR climatological profiles (Lavanant et 
al., 1997); b) CLASS1 Brazilian climatological profiles (Macedo, 2003). 

The 3000 cloud-free pixels used for 
the training day August 31, 2002.


